Self-association of synexin in the presence of calcium. Correlation with synexin-induced membrane fusion and examination of the structure of synexin aggregates.
It has been proposed (Creutz, C. E., Pazoles, C. J., and Pollard, H. B. (1978) J. Biol. Chem. 253, 2858-2866) that synexin, an adrenal medullary protein that causes Ca2+-dependent aggregation of isolated chromaffin granules, might be the intracellular receptor for Ca2+ in the process of exocytosis. We now report that Ca2+ interacts directly with isolated synexin, inducing rapid self-association. Mg2+ or Sr2+ cannot substitute for Ca2+, and Ba2+ is only weakly effective at stimulating self-association. We have analyzed 90 degree light scattering data to determine a titration curve for the activation of synexin by Ca2+ in the self-association reaction. The curve has a Hill coefficient of 2.3 and is half-maximal at 200 micron Ca2+, which correlates exactly with the Ca2+ titration curve for the aggregation of chromaffin granules by synexin. Electron microscopy of negatively stained samples reveals that synexin monomers associate to form 50 A by 150 A rods which in turn associate side to side and end to end to form bundles of parallel rods. We suggest that synexin exists as a soluble monomer in the cytoplasm of the resting chromaffin cell and that when the cell is stimulated to secrete, the increase in the intracellular concentrations of Ca2+ causes synexin to form rods, similar to those formed in vitro, which bind to chromaffin granule and plasma membranes, joining them together to form the "pentalaminar" fusion complexes characteristic of the first step in exocytosis.